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Section 1 : Introduction

This manual covers four related products; (1) The Soil Instruments Beam Electrolevel, (2)
The Electrolevel Tiltmeter, (3) the HELM readout and (4) The Soil Instruments Radio
enabled Electrolevel zeroing. The Beam Electrolevel is used to monitor vertical deflections
(heave or settlement) and is mounted horizontally in beams typically 1 to 2.5 metres in
length. The Electolevel Tiltmeter is designed to be either attached to a structure or a
vertical beam and the HELM is a set up and readout tool for both Electrolevel products

Pictured below is a horizontal electrolevel beam
containing the Beam Electrolevel sensor.

The electrolev
el tiltmeter for attachment directly to a structure or vertical beam
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The HELM (Hand Held Electrolevel Meter), the HELM reads all Soil Instruments
Electroelevel

products as well as up to 20VDC and 2K, making it an ideal all round site readout for a
variety of instruments as well as a tool to check power supplies and lead / sensor continuity.

The electrolevel tiltmeter with the Soil Instruments Digital Radio Transmitter fitted (a factory
option) to form a Cable Free Tiltmeter
User Manual
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Section 2 : Installation

The installation section of this manual is split into three sections; (a) Horizontal beam and
sensor installation, (b) Tiltmeter direct and Vertical beam installation, and, (c) sensor zero
setting (common to both sensor types). The wiring is also common and dealt with in the wiring
chapter.

2.01 Horizontal Beam & Sensor Installation

The nominal beam length will have been specified at time of order, a parts list for a single
beam installation is detailed thus;

- Horizontal beam with end fittings
- Horizontal beam sensor (may be already fitted into beam)
- Two anchor end kits

These parts are pictured below

The installation
(3) zero sensor

The anchor kit
groutable M10
deep into the s

Hold the beam
centre of each

If using an exp
anchor, grout a
is approx 10-15
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sequence is; (1) drill mounting holes and fit anchors, (2) attach and level beam
.

supplied by Soil Instruments has either and expanding shell M10 anchor or a
anchor. Both require an 11mm or 12mm  hole to be drilled approx 60mm

tructure to be monitored.

up against the structure with a spirit level along the top face, level and mark the
end fitting, remove the beam and drill two holes to approx. 60mm depth.

anding shell anchor, insert and set with the supplied tool. If using a groutable
nd wait the required time for setting (with quick set grout such as Hilti HIT-C this
minutes)
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Before installing the beam, fit the sensor into the beam (if not already there) and check that the
two retaining screws through the back of the beam to the sensor are tight.

The anchor kit has a series of nuts and washers, to ensure that longitudinal thermal expansion
of the beam does not cause spurious readings, these must be fitted in the correct order,
detailed below, from the wall outwards.

Back nut, washer, beam end fitting, plastic washer, washer, nylock nut. The nylock nut
should only be tightened so it just compresses the spring washer, a drawing of the correct
sequence is below for both a single and a pair of beams (where a pair will share end fitings)

Right, single
beam end
fitting, far right
a pair of beams
sharing a
single
mounting stud
(note extra
washer
between
beams)

Once the anchors are in
axis of the beam are le
loosing the large bolt wh
the beam to achieve the

Repeat the above for fu
two beams to a single m

Before zeroing the sens
but not to make the con
slack cable must be left
to allow for movement.

Once all of the above is
chapter and then wired,
place and the beam fitted, check w
vel (i.e. both along and across th
ich attaches the end fitting to the
across level. Once level, carefully r

rther beams, sharing end fittings a
ounting stud.

ors, it is desirable to run the cables
nection to the sensor. It is permiss
(by forming a small omega loop) a

complete the beam can be set to ze
see the wiring chapter.
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ith a spirit level that both horizontal
e beam), it may be necessary to

beam by approx. 1 turn and rotate
etighten the end fitting bolts.

s shown above if it is desired to fit

to the datalogger or readout point,
ible to attach cables to beams, but
t the joint between a pair of beams

ro, see section C of the installation
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2.02 Tiltmeter and Vertical Beam & Sensor Installation

The Tiltmeter has two uses, it can be fitted directly to the structure for vertical settlement /
heave monitoring, or onto a vertical beam for lateral deflections.

To fix directly to a structure, hold the tiltmeter against the structure, with a spirit level on top
and mark the location of the two fixing holes. The tiltmeter can be fixed using expanding plastic
anchors such as Rawlbolts, expanding shell anchors, or groutable anchors. Ensure that the
anchor head bolt (whichever method is used) has a washer between it and the tiltmeter
mounting plate.

A typical installation is shown right of a
Tiltmeter attached to a brick wall

The tiltmeter can also be attached to a vertical be
specified at time of order, a parts list for a single be

- Vertical beam with end fittings
- Vertical tiltmeter with fitting kit (may be a
- Two anchor end kits (must be vertical an

The installation sequence is; (1) drill mounting hole
(3) zero sensor.

The anchor kit supplied by Soil Instruments has e
groutable M10 anchor. Both require an 11mm or
deep into the structure to be monitored.

Hold the beam up against the structure with a sp
the centre of each end fitting, remove the beam an

If using an expanding shell anchor, insert and se
anchor, grout and wait the required time for setting
is approx 10-15 minutes)
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am, the nominal beam length will have been
am installation is detailed thus;

lready fitted onto beam)
chor kits)

s and fit anchors, (2) attach and level beam

ither and expanding shell M10 anchor or a
12mm  hole to be drilled approx 60mm

irit level along the side face, level and mark
d drill two holes to approx. 60mm depth.

t with the supplied tool. If using a groutable
(with quick set grout such as Hilti HIT-C this
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Before installing the beam, fit the sensor into the beam (if not already there) and check that the
two retaining screws on the rear of the tiltmeter mounting bracket are tight and that once
installed the tilmeter sensitive axis will be correctly orientated.

The anchor kit has a series of nuts and washers, to ensure that longitudinal thermal expansion
of the beam does not cause spurious readings, these must be fitted in the correct order,
detailed below, from the wall outwards.

Back nut, washer, beam end fitting, washer, spring washer, nylock nut. The nylock nut
should only be tightened so it just compresses the spring washer, a drawing of the correct
sequence is below for both a single and a pair of beams (where a pair will share end fitings)

Right, single
beam end
fitting, far right
a pair of beams
sharing a
single
mounting stud
(note extra
washer
between
beams)

Once the anchors are in p
structure to be monitored, i
fitting to the beam by appr
level, carefully retighten the

Repeat the above for furth
two beams to a single mou

Before zeroing the sensors
but not to make the conne
slack cable must be left (by
to allow for movement.

Once all of the above is com
chapter and then wired, see
lace and the beam fitted, check th
t may be necessary to loosing the la
ox. 1 turn and rotate the beam to a
end fitting bolts.

er beams, sharing end fittings as sh
nting stud.

, it is desirable to run the cables to t
ction to the sensor. It is permissible

forming a small omega loop) at the

plete the beam can be set to zero,
the wiring chapter.
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at the tiltmeter is at 90° to the
rge bolt which attaches the end
chieve the across level. Once

own above if it is desired to fit

he datalogger or readout point,
to attach cables to beams, but
joint between a pair of beams

see section C of the installation
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2.03 Digital Radio (Cable Free) Enabled Sensors

These are installed in exactly the same way as the standard (HELM or Datalogger readout
sensors) the zeroing sequence is also the same as the standard product. The only difference
is that there is no cable to a readout point or datalogger. Please see section 2.04 below for
details on zeroing the Cable Free option.

For reading the cable free sensors, please refer to manual 183, available from Soil
Instruments and supplied with Digital Radio Cable Free Readouts.

2.04 Zeroing The Sensor Using The HELM Readout

The electrolevel sensor used in the beam sensor and the tiltmeter is a narrow angle, high
accuracy device. As such it must be set to zero when installed to both allow maximum range
for the monitoring to take place and to maximise the insensitivity to temperature variations.
This task is simply achieved using the Soil Instruments HELM readout.

The HELM has two switches, which select the following;

Left Hand Switch Right Hand Switch
Off/On Backlight Off

Electrolevel Backlight On
Volts (0-20VDC) Sounder On

Ohms (0-2k Backlight and Sounder On

A full explanation of each function is below:-

Left Hand switch

Off/On - Switches HELM off or on regardless of position of right hand
switch position

Electrolevel (symbol) - Places HELM into electrolevel read mode, right hand switch
allows selection of backlight and sounder

Volts (symbol) - Selects voltmeter mode, the HELM can read 0-20VDC with
an accuracy of 20%FS

Ohms (symbol) - Selects Ohms mode, the HELM can read 0-2kwith an
accuracy of 2%FS
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Right Hand switch

Off - Backlight and sounder are off

Backlight (symbol) - Switches on display backlight for use in tunnels and at
night

Sounder (symbol) - Turns on an audible tone which increases in volume as zero
is approached on an electrolevel sensor. Allows for the
sensor zero to be set without the need to view the display.

Backlight & Sounder
(Symbol) - Turns both the backlight and the sounder on. Note, battery

life will be shortened if the HELM is continuously run in this
mode
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Section 3 : Zeroing A Sensor

To zero a sensor, proceed as follows.

Connect the lead supplied with the HELM to the small
blue jack socket on the PCB adjacent to the sensor
housing, switch the HELM on and select electrolevel
mode with the desired combination of sounder and
backlight. (see pictures above)

Use the two adjuster screws, in unison to bring the
reading on the display as close to zero as possible. It
is desirable to set the sensor to within 10 digits of
zero, which equates to approx. 20 arc seconds
(0.097mm/metre) from absolute sensor zero.

Take care not to overtighten the two adjuster screws.
When the zero has been set, withdraw the lead from
the HELM and apply a small amount of acrylic varnish
(such as nail polish) to lock the screws against
vibration.

To zero the Cable-Free sensors, proceed as above,
User Manual
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but ensure the radio is both switched on and not in
“fast read” mode (see manual Man-183)
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Section 4 : Wiring

Soil Instruments electrolevel products require precise AC excitation and must be read with the
same type of readout with which they were calibrated. The factory calibration is carried out with
a Campbell CR10 datalogger the data from this being used to derive the HELM calibration
factors. Therefore Soil Instruments only recommends and supports our electrolevel products
when read with a Campbell CR10 logger or a HELM.

The sensors can be read by simply plugging the HELM into the connector on the sensor PCB,
in which case no external wiring is required. Alternatively, cables can be run to a central switch
box from where HELM readings can be taken.

The wiring for the external switch box/HELM option is contained in the manual supplied with
the switch box, this manual concerns wiring to a CR10 based system only.

If the CR10 has been supplied by Soil Instruments, it will have a wiring diagram included within
it. If others are supplying the CR10 and writing the read/log program then the table below
contains the information they need to connect sensors to either/or a CR10/AM416/AM16/32
and the ‘P’ program instruction ranges.

If in doubt we highly recommend that Soil Instruments are contacted for advice and a logging
program.

Connector Strip On PCB Function
Pin 1 (Top) Excitation (CR10 E1/H1)

Pin 3 (Third From Top) Output (CR10 L1)
Pin 4 (Bottom) Ground (CR10 AG)

Parameter Campbell CR10 Instruction
Range Fast

Excitation P5 AC half bridge
Voltage 2500mV (15)

Input 2500mV (15)
Multiplier 10

It is mandatory to use a cable which conforms to Belden 9927 specifications, Soil Instruments
4C cable is ideal. No guarantee of performance can be made or given unless this requirement
is adhered to. The comments below in respect of temperature effects on cable and long cable
runs apply only to Belden 9927 specification cable.

Soil Instruments has extensive data on the effects of cable lengths with electrolevel sensors.
The sensor used has a relatively high resistance/impedance in comparison with the cable, thus
cable runs between sensor and datalogger/readout box of up to 250 metres may be used. The
same resistance/impedance relationship exits for change in cable properties due to
temperature, a temperature range (over a year) of up to 70C is tolerated without the need for
additional precautions.
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Section 5 : Data Reduction

Two calibrations are available. These are based on two tilt ranges, a narrow angle range
resulting in a linear (slope and offset) calibration and a wider angle range resulting in a 5th

order polynomial calibration. Depending on the expected range of movement and the accuracy
required, the user selects which calibration to use. The table below contains details of these
calibrations.

In all cases, mm equates to current read x calibration factor(s) less initial reading x calibration
factor(s). Examples for both are given below.

5.01 (A) For Linear (4mm) calibrations

For example, where an initial reading is 5.001, current reading is 5.202, the gauge length is 1.5
metres and Sf is -5.6204 the formula would calculate as follows

A positive resultant indicates the right hand end of the sensor is moving up (rotating counter
clockwise), a negative result indicates the left hand end of the sensor is moving up (clockwise
rotation).

Do not apply gauge length multiplication factors to tiltmeters mounted directly onto a structure,
only when they are fixed to a vertical beam.

Sensor
Type

Range
(mm/metre)

Range (arc
degrees)

Calibration
Type

Accuracy
arc
degrees

Accuracy
mm

Hz Beam 4 13.75 arc
minutes

Linear 0.005 0.1mm

Tiltmeter 4 13.75 arc
minutes

Linear 0.005 0.1mm

Hz Beam 12 41.23 arc
minutes

Polynomial 0.017 0.3mm

Tiltmeter 12 41.23 arc
minutes

Polynomial 0.017 0.3mm

Delta mm = (current reading x Sf)-(initial reading x Sf) x Gauge Length

Where Sf is the calibration factor from the calibration certificate

mm = (5.202 x -5.6204) - (5.001 x -5.6204) x 1.5
(-29.2373) - (-28.1076)x1.5 = -1.69455mm
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5.02 (B) For polynomial (12mm) calibrations

It is recommended that the application of polynomial function calibration factors are carried out
(or at least set up by) someone who has an understanding of advanced mathematics. Soil
Instruments cannot provide technical support for a lack of understanding of the process of this
type of mathematical function.

For example, where an initial reading is 5.001, current reading is 5.202, the gauge length is 1.5
metres, bo is 4397.08, b1 is –4436.768, b2 is 1794.233, b3 is –362.5682, + b4 is 36.56374 and
b5 is –1.472122, the formula would calculate as follows:

A positive resultant indicates the right hand end of the sensor is moving up (rotating counter
clockwise), a negative result indicates the left hand end of the sensor is moving up (clockwise
rotation).

Note that in the examples given above, the difference between the linear and polynomial
calibrations, when reduced by the raw data example, is less than 0.012mm/metre.

A sample calibration certificate showing these values for sensor serial number 5908 is shown
at the end of this manual.

It is recommended that if the polynomial factors are to be used, then a spreadsheet is set up
with pages for raw data, calibration factors, processed data and delta mm data. In this was a
simple cut and past exercise will enable quick and easy application of the polynomial function
with little chance for errors, a sample spreadsheet is available from Soil Instruments.

If a fully automated program, such as I-Site is used, then the application of the polynomial
function will become part of that package and errors will then be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

Delta mm = (current reading x [bo+ b1X + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + b5X5]) -
(initial reading x [b0+ b1X + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + b5X5]) x Gauge Length

Where X is the sensor data and b0,b1,b2,b3,b4 & b5 are the polynomial factors
from the calibration certificate

mm = 4397.08 + (-4436.768 x 5.202) + (1794.233 x 27.0608) + (-
362.5682 x 140.7703) + (36.56374 x 732.2871) +(-1.472122 x

3809.368) - 4397.08 + (-4436.768 x 5.001) + (1794.233 x 25.01) + (-
362.5682 x 125.075) + (36.56374 x 625.5002) +(-1.472122 x 3128.126)

x 1.5

= -1.167732mm
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Appendix A. Sample Installation Record Sheet

EL Beam / Tiltmeter
Installation Record

Sheet

Date Installer

Site String No:
Location Hz/V/Tilt
Length No: Of

Sensors
Location Sensor

Number
Serial

Number
Gauge
Length

Channel Notes


